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The Politics of Rape 1975 ephraim kam observes surprise attack through the eyes of its victim in order to understand the causes of the victim
s failure to anticipate the coming of war emphasing the psychological aspect of warfare kam traces the behavior of the victim at various
functional levels and from several points of view in order to examine the difficulties and mistakes that permit a nation to be taken by surprise
he argues that anticipation and prediction of a coming war are more complicated than any other issue of strategic estimation involving such
interdependent factors as analytical contradictions judgemental biases organizational obstacles and political as well as military
constraints surprise attack the victim s perspective offers implications based on the intelligence perspective providing both historical
background and scientific analysis that draws from the author s vast experience the book is of utmost value to all those engaged in
intelligence work and to those whose operational or political responsibility brings them in touch with intelligence assessments and the need
to authenticate and then adopt them or discount them similarly the book will interest any reader intrigued by decision making processes that
influence individuals and nations at war and sometimes even shape national destiny ehud barak former prime minister of israel
Surprise Attack 2009-06-30 drawing on a wealth of local national and international sources unpublished documents and original research
this book provides a theoretical and practical critique of victimology the authors outline and discuss the issues facing victims today and
address the fundamental question how can we best ensure justice for victims while at the same time preserving the rights of defendants the
search for answers raises other key questions what are the risks of crime and do they vary from country to country what is the impact of
crime on the victim how are victims treated by police welfare agencies and courts why have governments become interested in victims can we
learn from the experiences of policies in other nations h
Critical Victimology 1994-03-07 this volume sets out to contrast and compare the development of policies related to victims of crime and
their place within the criminal justice systems in nine separate jurisdictions the usa the netherlands england and wales scotland the republic of
ireland australia new zealand canada and south africa based on first hand interviews with those responsible for formulating such policies as
well as detailed grounded and document analysis across these jurisdictions this book exposes the national and transnational policy
networks surrounding victims of crime and in particular examines how the provision of victim care is becoming globalized
Victims and Policy Making 2010 justice for victims brings together the world s leading scholars in the fields of study surrounding
victimization in a pioneering international collection this book focuses on the current study of victims of crime combining both legal and
social scientific perspectives articulating both in new directions and questioning whether victims really do have more rights in our modern
world this book offers an interdisciplinary approach covering large scale political victimization terrorist victimization sexual victimization
and routine victimization split into three sections this book provides in depth coverage of victims rights transitional justice and victims
perspectives and trauma resilience and justice victims rights are conceptualised in the human rights framework and discussed in relation to
supranational international and regional policies the transitional justice section covers victims of war from those caught between peace
and justice as well as post conflict justice the final section focuses on post traumatic stress connecting psychological and
anthropological perceptions in analysing collective violence mass victimization and trauma this book addresses challenging and new issues in
the field of victimology and the study of transitional and restorative justice as such it will be of interest to researchers practitioners and
students interested in the fields of victimology transitional justice restorative justice and trauma work
Justice for Victims 2014-06-27 money is the answer to everything according to ecclesiastes 10 19 in the old testament seeing how many
victims of crime try to claim financial compensation from their offenders and how the american government awarded millions of dollars to the
victims of the 9 11 attacks one might expect financial reparation to be a definitive answer in case of crime but is it really this book examines
the topic of victim compensation some chapters are primarily theoretical others mainly empirical yet above all they are the representation of
the author s curiosity about and fascination with the topic of victim compensation by offering the victim s perspective the book contributes
to a better understanding of how financial reparation affects those who suffer due to the intentional acts of others
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Compensation 2013 for all courses in the field of victimology this student friendly easy to read text is current and discusses recent trends
in the field of victimology victimology legal psychological and social perspectives 4e is a student friendly easy to read text that covers
the field of victimology fully updated with the latest trends it reflects the field s growing focus on the entire victim offender relationship
while taking a global perspective on the study of victimology the text is divided into four major areas the authors first introduce
traditional victimology theories the measurement of crime and both civil and criminal processes civil process is included because it is an
important aspect of the victim offender interaction second they discuss responses to victimization including techniques for empowering victims
they next turn to special types of victims including the elderly the disabled and gay and lesbian victims finally they thoroughly review the
civil remedies available to crime victims a brief discussion of the juvenile system is also included because more attention is being focused on
youth violence throughout the text key concepts are supported with a comprehensive package of pedagogical material and teaching learning
aids teaching and learning experience this book offers a current look at victimology examining emerging areas in the field it provides
comprehensive up to date coverage including both theory and professional issues legal issues and the latest trends in victimology prepares
students to work in victimology as the field is practiced today and to advance the field in the future examination of the victim offender
relationship in the various types of crime helps the reader to understand the nature of the crime and the needs of the victim global perspective
on the study of victimology provides the student with a broader understanding of the field and helps students understand and apply concepts
used in other countries to victim services in this country discussions of various responses to victimization including the consequences of
victimization and empowering victims provides the student with a more in depth understanding of the responses to victimization superior
pedagogical features gives students the tools to master key concepts faster and more effectively
Victimology 2015 in an effort to provide distinctively new research in victimology hoyle and young both of the centre for criminological
research u of oxford uk present eight chapters by emerging and established academics the contributions can be characterized as having two
separate focuses the challenging of stereotypical notions of the victim and examinations of criminal justice responses male victims of
domestic violence and rape victims of corporate crime and the victims of ira punishment beatings are examined concepts of restorative justice
and victim participation in the criminal justice system are also explored distributed in the us by isbs annotation copyrighted by book news inc
portland or
New Visions of Crime Victims 2002-08-14 as numerous academic and political commentators have noted the implications of introducing a
victim s perspective into the delicate balance between state and offender is likely to be a key issue in the future of criminal justice this book
seeks to outline the contours of the relevant debates drawing together contributions from prominent international and national
commentators from areas including criminology law philosophy social policy politics and sociology
Integrating a Victim Perspective within Criminal Justice 2019-11-12 �here is the latest word in scholarship on stalkers and those they
terrify a mandatory reading for anyone wanting to stay ahead of the curve on the flourishing clinical and legal literature about this
worldwide and vexing problem � john monahan phd doherty professor of law university of virginia at what point does following a person or
trying to intimidate him or her into accepting one s advances become stalking how is stalking related to gender who is the stalker what are
the long term effects of stalking these are among the many issues explored in this groundbreaking empirical investigation this book based on
two special issues of the journal violence victims presents in depth findings on both victim and perpetrator and includes a new understanding
of the categories of stalking behavior simple obsessional love obsessional and erotomanic
Stalking 2001-12-27 this festschrift in honor of the work and legacy of dr marc groenhuijsen provides an international and holistic
overview of recent developments in victimology taking a global scope but grounded in everyday experiences of victims its multidisciplinary
perspective reflects a range of approaches and practices in victimology including contributions from the fields of social work criminology
sociology psychology and law firstly the volume introduces new perspectives in victimology and then analyzes different forms of
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victimization in countries worldwide it gives special attention to victims rights and participation in the criminal justice system detailing
victim centered approaches to justice through practices such as restorative justice and restitution highlighting the growth and development
of victimology from a specialization in criminology to an academic discipline in its own right this book reflects the range of approaches and
depth of scholarship in the field this will be an essential resource to students of victimology researchers policy makers and victim s
advocates
An International Perspective on Contemporary Developments in Victimology 2020-06-29 victimology is a relatively new and emerging
interdisciplinary area that crosses the fields of criminology law sociology and justice studies this book written by one of the world s
leading experts is designed to offer a broad interdisciplinary introduction to the subject unlike other texts that are organized around
different types of victimology this book is informed by a victim centered approach that treats victims rights as human rights acknowledging
the reality of poly victimization the idea that people often experience many different forms of victimization wemmers offers a more holistic
way of understanding the subject matter putting victims not typologies at the centre of the work
Victimology 2017 this book unabashedly examines not only domestic violence but also the larger picture of how politics and processes
shape our responses to social problems it also distinguishes serious research from media which promote entertainment empowerment and drama
this book is a must read for anyone concerned about our understanding and response to social problems berns shows how victims of domestic
violence are moulded to accord with the perspectives of the dominant media and how as a result they are falsely blamed for a crime committed
by another person
Framing the Victim 2004-01-01 justice for victims brings together the world s leading scholars in the fields of study surrounding
victimization in a pioneering international collection this book focuses on the current study of victims of crime combining both legal and
social scientific perspectives articulating both in new directions and questioning whether victims really do have more rights in our modern
world this book offers an interdisciplinary approach covering large scale political victimization terrorist victimization sexual victimization
and routine victimization split into three sections this book provides in depth coverage of victims rights transitional justice and victims
perspectives and trauma resilience and justice victims rights are conceptualised in the human rights framework and discussed in relation to
supranational international and regional policies the transitional justice section covers victims of war from those caught between peace
and justice as well as post conflict justice the final section focuses on post traumatic stress connecting psychological and
anthropological perceptions in analysing collective violence mass victimization and trauma this book addresses challenging and new issues in
the field of victimology and the study of transitional and restorative justice as such it will be of interest to researchers practitioners and
students interested in the fields of victimology transitional justice restorative justice and trauma work
Justice for Victims 2014 this book examines the international regional and domestic human rights frameworks that establish victim rights as
a central force in law and policy in the twenty first century accessing substantial source material that sets out a normative framework of
victim rights this work argues that despite degrees of convergence victim rights are interpreted on the domestic level in accordance with the
localised interests of victims and individual states the transition of the victim from peripheral to central stakeholder of justice is
demonstrated across various adversarial inquisitorial and hybrid systems in an international context examining the standing of victims
globally this book provides a comparative analysis of the role of the victim in the international criminal court the ad hoc tribunals leading
to the development of the international criminal tribunal for the former yugoslavia and the international criminal tribunal for rwanda
together with the extraordinary chambers of the courts of cambodia special panels of east timor timor leste and the internationalised panels
in kosovo the instruments of the european parliament and council of europe with the rulings of the european court of justice and the european
court of human rights interpreting the european convention of human rights are examined these instruments are further contextualised on the
local domestic level of the inquisitorial systems of germany and france and mixed systems of sweden austria and the netherlands together
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with common law systems including england and wales ireland scotland usa australia canada new zealand india south africa and the hybrid
systems of japan and brazil this book organises the authoritative instruments while advancing debate over the positioning of the victim in law
and policy as influenced by global trends in criminal justice and will be of great interest to scholars of international law criminal law
victimology and socio legal studies
Victimology and Victim Rights 2016-10-04 this practical guide provides user friendly concise expert and up to date guidance for both new
and experienced hate crime caseworkers and advocates whether professional or volunteers filling a gap in the growing debates and research
literature on hate crime it takes as its starting point a values based casework practice that provides assistance support and leads to the
empowerment of victims of hate crimes with core casework standards and guidance on how to respond from a person centred approach to the
victim s perspective it also provides an overview of current legislation in relation to prosecuting hate crimes and the current eu directive on
victim support full of relevant up to date evidence based research and policy it will enable practitioners to be confident and knowledgeable in
supporting victims of hate crime
Supporting victims of hate crime 2016-12-14 this book provides an introduction to key debates in the field of victims and victimology
emergent and established themes in victim centred research policy and practice are outlined and illustrated with detailed case studies of
important developments including for example repeat victimisation victim compensation and probation based victim contact work while the
mainstay of the text focuses on victim centred criminal and social justice developments in england and wales examples are offered from around
the world in an effort to explore the victim s place in the context of wider political and policy debates the book s eight chapters together
with its introduction and end comment describe and comment on some of the most salient developments in recent years in so called victim
centred justice k ey features reviews our current understanding of who the victim is and criminal justice responses to victimisation examines
the interplay and conflict between academic victimology and victim advocacy discusses the needs and rights of the victim and their impact on
defendants rights provides coverage of different criminal justice models purporting to be victim centred including restorative justice one of the
most hotly debated criminal justice developments in recent years explores neglected and emergent themes in victim centred research such as
trafficking in women for sexual exploitation and white collar crime victims and victimology is suitable for courses at both undergraduate
and postgraduate level jo goodey is research administrator at the european commission s vienna based european monitoring centre on racism
and xenophobia she is co editor with adam crawford of integrating a victim perspective within criminal justice 2000 and has published many
journal articles and book chapters on a range of victim related research
Victims and Victimology 2005 reparations for victims of genocide war crimes and crimes against humanity systems in place and systems in the
making provides a rich tapestry of practice in the complex and evolving field of reparations which cuts across law politics psychology and
victimology among other disciplines ferstman and goetz bring their long experiences with international organizations and civil society groups
to bear this second edition which comes a decade after the first contains updated information and many new chapters and reflections from key
experts it considers the challenges for victims to pursue reparations looking from multiple angles at the holocaust restitution movement
and more recent cases in europe asia africa and the americas it also highlights the evolving practice of international courts and tribunals
first published in a hardbound edition this second fully revised and updated edition is now available in paperback
Reparations for Victims of Genocide, War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity 2020-02-17 in recent years far more attention has been paid
to victims of crime both in terms of awareness of the effect of crime upon their lives and in changes that have been made to the criminal justice
system to improve their rights and treatment this process seems set to continue with legislative plans announced to rebalance the criminal
justice system in favour of the victim this latest book in the cambridge criminal justice series brings together leading authorities in the field to
review the role of the victim in the criminal justice system in the context of these developments
Hearing the Victim 2010-03-01 this practical guide provides user friendly concise expert and up to date guidance for both new and
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experienced hate crime caseworkers and advocates whether professional or volunteers filling a gap in the growing debates and research
literature on hate crime it takes as its starting point a values based casework practice that provides assistance support and leads to the
empowerment of victims of hate crimes with core casework standards and guidance on how to respond from a person centred approach to the
victim s perspective it also provides an overview of current legislation in relation to prosecuting hate crimes and the current eu directive on
victim support full of relevant up to date evidence based research and policy it will enable practitioners to be confident and knowledgeable in
supporting victims of hate crime
Supporting victims of hate crime 2016-12-14 this book provides a comprehensive insight into the multilayered effects experienced by directly
affected victims and their indirectly affected family members following terrorist incidents and other world disasters chapters draw primarily
on interviews with fifty victims of the bali bombings but also consider terrorist incidents including the london and boston bombings and
disasters such as the boxing day tsunami and the fukusima nuclear disaster the book provides a detailed exploration of experiences and
perceptions of those involved in the traumatic events as well as their families emergency response teams and community volunteers chapters
discuss community responses to major incidents appropriate non medical models of intervention and vulnerable groups that may require special
attention the findings and analysis presented contribute to our understanding of the multilayered effects of terrorism on victims of all
levels and the importance of a planned and informed response which includes the local community and its wealth of pre existing resources
terrorism trauma and psychology a multilevel victim perspective of the bali bombing will be key reading for researchers and academics in the
fields of social and clinical psychology as well as scholars of victimology and terrorism studies
Terrorism, Trauma and Psychology 2014-11-20 although the topics dealt with are complex the author has been very successful in
presenting and exploring them clearly students may find particularly helpful the summary at the end of each chapter of the main points
covered in that section the legal executive the real strength of this book lies in the critical thinking that arises from the juxtaposition of
two very much unfinished debates the question of how victims are treated by the justice system and the practices and implications of
restorative justice i feel this book is particularly important because it reframes a whole series of debates and practices which otherwise
might be in danger of getting stuck that this is also undertaken by someone who is extremely knowledgeable about the subject matter and
perceptive in relation to key issues is an added bonus vista two of the principal and most influential developments within criminal justice
policy taking in a variety of common law jurisdictions during the past thirty years have been the rise of the � victim movement� and the
emergence of a distinctive set of practices that have become associated with the term � restorative justice� understanding victims and
restorative justiceexamines the origins of and the relationship between these two sets of developments and seeks to assess their strengths
and weaknesses in meeting the needs of victims as part of the overall response to crime written in a lively and accessible style this book is of
benefit to students from a range of disciplines including criminology sociology and the law also helpful to professionals practitioners and
policymakers working in voluntary agencies within the criminal justice system
Understanding Victims And Restorative Justice 2004-11-01 this book argues that the expressivist justice model provides a meaningful
foundation for the participation of victims in international criminal proceedings traditional criminal justice theories have tended to
marginalise the role afforded to victims while informing the criminal procedures utilised by international criminal courts as a result giving
content to shaping and enhancing victims participatory rights have been some of the most debated issues in international criminal justice this
book contributes to this debate by advancing expressivism which has the capacity to create a historical narrative of gross human rights
violations as a core of international criminal justice able to provide a worthwhile basis for the participation of victims in proceedings and
clarifying the scope and content of their participatory rights the work provides an in depth discussion on issues related to victims
participatory rights from the perspective of international human rights law victimology and the philosophical foundation of international
criminal justice the book will be a valuable resource for researchers academics and policymakers working in the areas of international
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criminal justice international human rights law transitional justice and conflict studies
The Participation of Victims in International Criminal Proceedings 2022-09-30 who is a victim considerations of innocence typically figure in
our notions of victimhood as do judgments about causation responsibility and harm those identified as victims are sometimes silenced or
blamed for their misfortune responses that are typically mistaken and often damaging however other problems arise when we defer too much
to victims being reluctant to criticize their judgments or testimony reaching a sensitive and yet critical stand on victims credibility is a
difficult matter in this book trudy govier carefully examines the concept of victimhood and considers the practical implications of the
various attitudes with which we may respond to victims these issues are explored with reference to a range of complex examples including
child victims of institutional abuse and the famed rigoberta mench� controversy further topics include the authority of personal experience
restorative justice restitution forgiveness and closure
Victims and Victimhood 2015-01-01 whether you are drawn to this book because of an interest in media social problems or domestic
violence reading it will help you better understand the impact media stories have on our perceptions of social problems that is how nancy
berns introduces her book it is a work that unabashedly examines not only domestic violence but also the larger picture of how politics and
processes shape our responses to social problems framing the victim also distinguishes serious research from media which promote
entertainment empowerment and drama
Framing the Victim 2017-07-12 the study of criminal victimisation has developed to the stage where by victimology is now regarded as a
central component to the study of crime and criminology this focus of concern has been matched by the growth and development of support
services for the victim of crime alongside increasing political concern with similar issues the central purpose of this book is to bring together
leading scholars to produce an authoritative handbook on victims and victimology that gives due consideration to these developments it
will be concerned to reflect contemporary academic policy and political debates on the nature extent and impact of criminal victimisation and
policy responses to it this book provides a overview of the importance of the role of the victim in the criminal justice system with an analysis
of the different theoretical perspectives within victimology explores the relationship between victimisation and feminism with particular
focus on domestic and sexual violence analyses criminal justice policy and service delivery in relation to victims of crime looking at
developments within the uk and international perspectives this handbook will be fundamental reading for students and academics studying
victims and victimology and an essential reference tool for those working within the victim support environment
Handbook of Victims and Victimology 2012-08-21 victims rights and advocacy at the international criminal court is the first detailed
analysis of the newly recognized right of victims to participate in the trials of their accused abusers author t markus funk draws on his
extensive background in international criminal law and litigation to walk the reader through this unique and indeed controversial body of
procedural and substantive rights for victims of atrocity crimes to set the stage for his analysis mr funk provides a historical account of
the icc s creation and the origins of victims rights in addition mr funk gives the reader practical guidance on what it takes to litigate cases
before the court this background in turn allows the reader to work through a number of key questions how does the icc function and how is
it structured what are the legal theoretical and political pillars upon which the icc is built what is the proper role for victims in atrocity
crimes litigation how successfully has the icc lived up to its promises to victims how does one become an icc victim representative
prosecutor or judge and what does it take to fulfill the mandate of these positions what are the costs and benefits sovereign nations must
weigh before joining the icc what institutional flaws have kept the icc as well as other predecessor ad hoc tribunals from meeting the weighty
expectations they have set for themselves and the world community in addition to addressing these key issues mr funk proposes concrete
reforms to help the icc fulfill its mission of effectively redressing past atrocities while preserving the rights of both victims and the accused
the book also presents a detailed explanation of the icc s rules of procedure and evidence and other practical issues impacting the court s
daily litigation practice featuring a foreword by paolina massidda principal counsel of the office of public counsel for victims at the
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international criminal court victims rights and advocacy at the international criminal court equips lawyers victim advocates academics
government officials and other interested court observers and decision makers with a thorough understanding of the promises and potential
pitfalls of victim advocacy and indeed advocacy in general at the icc the book therefore is an indispensable guide to anyone interested in this
new important and constantly evolving juridical body
Victims' Rights and Advocacy at the International Criminal Court 2010-04-29 knowing victims explores the theme of victimhood in
contemporary feminism and politics it focuses on popular and scholarly constructions of feminism as victim feminism an ideology of passive
victimhood that denies women s agency and provides the first comprehensive analysis of the debate about this ideology which has unfolded
among feminists since the 1980s the book critically examines a movement away from the language of victimhood across a wide array of
discourses and the neoliberal replacement of the concept of structural oppression with the concept of personal responsibility in derogating
the notion of victim neoliberalism promotes a conception of victimization as subjective rather than social a state of mind rather than a
worldly situation drawing upon nietzsche lyotard rape crisis feminism and feminist philosophy stringer situates feminist politicizations of rape
interpersonal violence economic inequality and welfare reform as key sites of resistance to the victim blaming logic of neoliberalism she
suggests that although recent feminist critiques of victim feminism have critically diagnosed the anti victim movement they have not
positively defended victim politics stringer argues that a conception of the victim as an agentic bearer of knowledge and an understanding of
resentment as a generative force for social change provides a potent counter to the negative construction of victimhood characteristic of
the neoliberal era this accessible and insightful analysis of feminism neoliberalism and the social construction of victimhood will be of great
interest to researchers and students in the disciplines of gender and women s studies psychology sociology politics and philosophy
Knowing Victims 2014-06-20 outlines the successes and failures of the movement to support survivors of violence the victims rights
movement vrm has been one of the most meaningful criminal justice reforms in the united states every state and the federal government has
adopted major vrm laws to enact protections for victims and increase criminal sanctions and the movement has received support from
politicians of all backgrounds despite recognition of its excesses the movement remains an important force in the criminal justice arena the
victims rights movement offers a measured overview of the successes and the failures of the vrm among its widely acknowledged
accomplishments are expanded resources to help victims deal with trauma greater sensitivity to sexual assault victims in many jurisdictions
and increased chances of victims receiving restitution from perpetrators of harm conversely the movement has led to excessive punishment for
many defendants and destruction of defendants families it has exacerbated racial inequality in the imposition of the death penalty and criminal
sentencing generally and falsely promises closure to crime victims and their families michael vitiello considers whether the vrm serves those
injured by crime well by focusing on victimhood he urges a reframing of the movement to fight for universal health care and limits on access to
weapons two policies that would reduce the number of victims and help those who do become victims of crime
The Victims’ Rights Movement 2023-07-18 as numerous academic and political commentators have noted the implications of introducing a
victim s perspective into the delicate balance between state and offender is likely to be a key issue in the future of criminal justice this book
seeks to outline the contours of the relevant debates drawing together contributions from prominent international and national
commentators from areas including criminology law philosophy social policy politics and sociology
Integrating a Victim Perspective Within Criminal Justice 2019 this book analyses the rights of crime victims within a human rights paradigm
and describes the inconsistencies resulting from attempts to introduce the procedural rights of victims within a criminal justice system that
views crime as a matter between the state and the offender and not as one involving the victim to remedy this problem the book calls for
abandoning the concept of crime as an infringement of a state s criminal laws and instead reinterpreting it as a violation of human rights the
state s right to punish the offender would then be replaced by the rights of victims to see those responsible for violating their human rights
convicted and punished and by the rights of offenders to be treated as accountable agents
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Justice for Victims of Crime 2017-02-06 this innovative collection presents original theoretical analyses and previously unpublished
empirical research on criminal victimisation following an overview of the development and deficiencies of victimology subsequent chapters
present more detailed challenges to stereotypical conceptions of victimisation through their focus on male victims of domestic violence
victims of male on male rape corporate victims and the victim offenders who are the recipients of ira punishment beatings the second half of the
book considers criminal justice responses to victimisation focusing in particular on the potential of and limits to restorative justice the
social and gendered construction of the victim within contested trials and the exclusionary nature of current victim centred initiatives this
important book will further the debate on how we conceptualise victims as well as their appropriate role within the criminal justice system
new visions of crime victims will be of interest to academics students criminal justice practitioners and policy makers it has particular
implications for scholarship in the fields of victimology restorative justice and feminist approaches to criminology and criminal justice the
integration of work by established criminologists such as carolyn hoyle paul rock andrew sanders and richard young with that of young
previously unpublished scholars makes for an interesting and stimulating book as well as being a valuable addition to the literature it can be
used to support undergraduate and postgraduate courses in criminal justice and criminology
New Visions of Crime Victims 2002-08-14 �������������������
Victims and Criminal Justice 2003-07 in the past few years a new generation of progressive intellectuals has dramatically transformed how
law race and racial power are understood and discussed in america questioning the old assumptions of both liberals and conservatives with
respect to the goals and the means of traditional civil rights reform critical race theorists have presented new paradigms for understanding
racial injustice and new ways of seeing the links between race gender sexual orientation and class this reader edited by the principal founders
and leading theoreticians of the critical race theory movement gathers together for the first time the movement s most important essays
Critical Race Theory 1995 crime is undergoing a metamorphosis the online technological revolution has created new opportunities for a wide
variety of crimes which can be perpetrated on an industrial scale and crimes traditionally committed in an offline environment are increasingly
being transitioned to an online environment this book takes a case study based approach to exploring the types perpetrators and victims of
cyber frauds topics covered include an in depth breakdown of the most common types of cyber fraud and scams the victim selection techniques
and perpetration strategies of fraudsters an exploration of the impact of fraud upon victims and best practice examples of support systems
for victims current approaches for policing punishing and preventing cyber frauds and scams this book argues for a greater need to understand
and respond to cyber fraud and scams in a more effective and victim centred manner it explores the victim blaming discourse before moving on to
examine the structures of support in place to assist victims noting some of the interesting initiatives from around the world and the emerging
strategies to counter this problem this book is essential reading for students and researchers engaged in cyber crime victimology and
international fraud
Cyber Frauds, Scams and their Victims 2017-07-14 the rights of victims has always been a concern of certain groups of people today
however more and more groups associations and individuals are concerned about victim s rights this book addresses those concerns and
provides an overview of the field of victimology as well as answers to some difficult questions the author examines emerging areas in the
field such as the consequences of victimization and empowering victims it also includes the financial impact of crime and the extensive
coverage of global issues social workers family therapists medical providers psychologists criminal justice employees
Perspectives on Crime Victims 1981 reparation and the place of the victim in the criminal justice process have been the focus of recent
legislation and policy initiatives as a result practitioners are required to place more emphasis on working with victims the contributors to
this book bring together research material from the wide range of disciplines involved and present an overview of the information needed for
effective practice they examine the practicalities of reparation orders family group conferencing restorative cautioning schemes and the
workings of youth offending teams they also evaluate the effects of legislation such as the crime and disorder act and the victim s charter
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and explore issues raised by specific types of crime such as urban and rural crime hate crimes and male violence in the home this book is essential
reading for all agencies and individuals working with offenders and their victims
Victimology 1998 the authors outline and discuss the issues facing victims today and address the fundamental question how can we best
ensure justice for victims while at the same time preserving the rights of defendants
Reparation and Victim-focused Social Work 2001-09-18 restorative justice aims to address the consequences of crime by encouraging
victims and offenders to communicate and discuss the harm caused by the crime that has been committed in the majority of cases restorative
justice is facilitated by direct and indirect dialogue between victims and offenders but it also includes support networks and sometimes
involves professionals such as police lawyers social workers or prosecutors and judges in theory the victim is a core participant in
restorative justice and the restoration of the harm is a first concern in practice questions arise as to whether the victim is actively
involved in the process what restoration may entail whether there is a risk of secondary victimisation and whether the victim is truly at the
heart of the restorative response or whether the offender remains the focal point of attention using a combination of victimological
literature and empirical data from a european research project this book considers the role and the position of the victim in restorative
justice practices focusing on legislative organisational and institutional frameworks of victim offender mediation and conferencing
programmes at a national and local level as well as the victims personal needs and experiences the findings are essential reading for
academics and students engaged in the study of justice victimology and law the publication will also be valuable to policymakers and
professionals such as social workers lawyers and mediators
Critical Victimology 1994
Victims and Restorative Justice 2015-05-15
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